Abstract. We introduce a modular framework for distributed abstract argumentation where the argumentation context, that is information about preferences among arguments, values, validity, reasoning mode (skeptical vs. credulous) and even the chosen semantics can be explicitly represented. The framework consists of a collection of abstract argument systems connected via mediators. Each mediator integrates information coming from connected argument systems (thereby handling conflicts within this information) and provides the context used in a particular argumentation module. The framework can be used in different directions; e.g., for hierarchic argumentation as typically found in legal reasoning, or to model group argumentation processes.
Introduction
In his seminal paper, Dung [10] introduced an abstract framework for argumentation (sometimes referred to as calculus of opposition) which proved to be extremely useful for analyzing various kinds of argumentation processes. His approach gives a convincing account of how to select a set of "acceptable" arguments out of a set of arguments which may attack each other.
Dung's approach is monolithic in the sense that there are no means to structure a set of arguments any further. This is at odds with real world argumentation scenarios, be they informal as in everyday conversation, or institutionalized as in the legal domain. In such scenarios, one typically finds meta-arguments, i.e., arguments about other arguments, which can be clearly distinguished from arguments about the domain at hand. Moreover, in multi-agent scenarios it is often important to keep track of where certain arguments came from, who put them forward, who opposed and the like.
For these reasons, our interest in this paper is on adding more structure to formal models of argumentation. In doing so, we want to stick as much as possible to the idea of abstract argumentation. However, instead of a single, unstructured set of arguments we consider clearly distinguishable, distributed argumentation modules and formalize ways in which they can possibly interact. This has several benefits.
1. Even in the single-agent case, the additional structure provided by argumentation modules gives a handle on complexity and diversity (e.g., in our framework it will be possible for an agent to be skeptical in critical parts, credulous in less critical ones); 2. a distributed framework provides a natural account of multi-agent argumentation scenarios including information flow and knowledge integration methods; 3. modules provide explicit means to model meta-argumentation where the arguments in one module are about the arguments in another module; this leads to more realistic accounts of, say, legal argumentation processes.
In the simplest multi-module situation, one module determines the context for another. By a context we mean the available meta-information including, for instance, arguments which should not be taken into account, preferences among arguments, values, reasoning modes (skeptical vs. credulous), or even the semantics to be used in a particular situation. However, we also want to be able to capture more general situations where modules form complex hierarchies, and even cycles where modules mutually influence each other. For these reasons, we consider arbitrary directed graphs of modules.
As different "parent" modules in the graph can contribute to the context of a single module, we face the difficulty that the context information may become inconsistent. Each module is equipped with a mediator 3 to deal with this issue. To model the flow of information among argumentation modules, we use techniques developed in the area of multi-context systems (MCSs), in particular the systems devised by Giunchiglia and Serafini [14] and their extensions to nonmonotonic MCSs [17, 6] . An MCS describes the information available in a number of contexts and specifies the information flow between them.
4 So-called bridge rules play a key role: they are used to provide input for a context based on the beliefs held in other relevant contexts. Since different contexts may use different representation languages, this may include "translating" information from one language to another. In our case, the bridge rules are necessary to transform abstract arguments accepted in one module into context statements for a child module.
Our approach substantially generalizes a framework recently introduced by Modgil [15] . His framework consists of a linear hierarchy of argument systems (A 1 , . . . , A n ) and allows preferences among arguments in A i to be established in A i+1 . Our approach is more general in at least two respects: (1) we provide means for argumentation not only about preferences, but also about values, acceptability of arguments and attacks, and even reasoning mode and semantics, and (2) we consider arbitrary directed graphs. Since our modules may have multiple parents, methods for information integration, as provided by our mediators, become essential. In summary, our contribution in this paper is twofold:
• We introduce context-based argumentation (Sect. 4). Here statements in a context language, which formally specify a context, allow us to control argu-mentation processes by determining their semantics, reasoning modality, and arguments.
• Based on it, we develop argumentation context systems (ACS), which are composed of argumentation modules and mediators (Sect. 5) in a graph structure. A mediator collects context information for a module based on the arguments accepted by its parent modules. It then applies a consistency handling method, possibly based on preference information regarding its parents, to select a consistent subset of the context statements.
Both context-based argumentation and ACSs are generic and can be instantiated in various ways (we consider several of them).
Background
Abstract argumentation: We assume some familiarity with Dung-style abstract argumentation [10] and just recall the essential definitions. An argumentation framework is a pair A = (AR, attacks) where AR is a set of arguments, and attacks is a binary relation on AR (used in infix in prose). An argument a ∈ AR is acceptable with respect to a set S of arguments, if each argument b ∈ AR that attacks a is attacked by some b ∈ S. A set S of arguments is conflict-free, if there are no arguments a, b ∈ S such that a attacks b, and S is admissible, if in addition each argument in S is acceptable wrt. S.
Dung defined three different semantics for A = (AR, attacks):
-A preferred extension of A is a maximal (wrt. ⊆) admissible set of A.
-A stable extension of A is a conflict-free set of arguments S which attacks each argument not belonging to S. -The grounded extension of A is the least fixpoint of the operator F A : 2 AR → 2 AR where F A (S) = {a ∈ AR | a is acceptable wrt. S}.
The unique grounded extension is a subset of the intersection of all preferred extensions, and each stable extension is a preferred extension, but not vice versa. While the grounded and some preferred extension are guaranteed to exist, A may have no stable extension.
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A preference based argumentation framework (PAF) P = (AR, C, ≥) [1, 8] is based on a relation C representing logical conflicts between arguments AR and a reflexive, transitive preference relation ≥ on AR for expressing that arguments are stronger than others; as usual, the associated strict preference > is given by a > b iff a ≥ b and b ≥ a. The PAF P induces an ordinary argumentation framework A P = (AR, attacks) where attacks = {(a, b) ∈ C | b > a}. The grounded, preferred, and stable extensions of P are then the respective extensions of A P .
Value based argumentation frameworks (VAFs) [2, 3] derive preferences among arguments from the values they promote. An audience specific 6 VAF V = (AR, attacks, V, val, valprefs) extends an ordinary argumentation framework (AR, attacks) with a non-empty set of values V , a function val : AR → V , and a strict preference relation valprefs on V ; argument a is preferred over b whenever (val(a), val(b)) ∈ valprefs. The preferences are then treated as in Amgoud & Cayrol's approach. Inconsistency handling: Let F = (F 1 , . . . , F n ) be a sequence of sets of formulas. We will use 4 different methods to generate a consistent subset of F 1 ∪. . .∪F n from F : a skeptical method sub which goes back to [5] and uses a partial preference order on the sets F i , together with its skeptical variant sub sk, , and a majority-based method maj, together with its skeptical variant maj sk . The former methods are used to integrate information in cases where some parent modules are more important than others, the latter in peer-to-peer situations where voting is more appropriate. As here the technical details are of minor relevance, we leave them for a longer version of the paper. Multi-context systems: Such systems model, in the tradition of [14] and their nonmonotonic extensions [17, 6] , the information flow between different reasoning modules (called contexts) using so-called bridge rules, which may refer to other modules in their bodies. For our purposes, we only need to consider rules referring to a single other module that is implicitly given. Therefore, our bridge rules will look like ordinary logic programming rules of the form:
where the head s is a context expression (defined in the Sect. 4) and the body literals are arguments p i (possibly negated with not ) from a parent argumentation framework.
Motivating Examples
Legal reasoning: Different proof standards determine which arguments are acceptable depending on the type of a trial: beyond reasonable doubt for criminal trials; preponderance of evidence for civil trials (we omit scintilla of evidence for simplicity). Consider a situation where a judge J has to decide which of the arguments put forward by a prosecutor P are acceptable. Assume also that criminal trials require grounded reasoning, whereas less skeptical reasoning methods may be acceptable in civil trials.
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The arguments and attacks put forward by P form an argumentation framework A = ({a 1 , . . . , a n }, attacks). The judge has information about which of P 's arguments are doubtful and the type of a trial. Using arguments dt i , bd i and dr i for a i is doubtful, beyond reasonable doubt and disregarded, respectively, the judge's argumentation framework may look as in Fig. 1 , where crl means criminal trial and civ civil trial (arcs are according to attacks). 8 Optional arguments represent information the judge may or may not have are in blue. The outcome of J's argumentation determines how P can argue, and sets a context for P ; a language for representing contexts will be defined in the next section. As for now, let arg(a i ) state that a i is invalid for P , and that sem(grnd ) fixes the semantics for P 's argumentation framework to grounded semantics.
However, to build this context, we need to transform the relevant abstract arguments accepted by J into adequate context expressions for P that invalidate unusable arguments, pick the right semantics, etc. This is achieved by a mediator, which uses the following bridge rules i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
Not all arguments of J need to be "visible" for P . Privacy issues (e.g. hiding or summarizing arguments) can be modeled by choosing adequate bridge rules.
The example involving judge, prosecutor and mediator is clearly simplistic and one might ask why the two argumentation frameworks are not simply merged into one. There are the following aspects, though: (1) It is non-obvious how, for instance, a statement fixing a particular semantics could be eliminated this way. (2) Even if we could compile a single argumentation framework out of the example, the distinction between arguments and meta-arguments and their origin would be blurred. (3) Most importantly, the framework we develop aims at capturing much more complex scenarios where such compilations appear neither doable nor fruitful. We now briefly discuss such a scenario. Conference reviewing: Consider the paper review process for a modern AI conference. This process can typically be characterized as follows -There is a hierarchy consisting of a PC chair, several area chairs, many reviewers, and even more authors. -The PC chair determines the review criteria, acceptance rates etc.
-Area chairs make sure reviewers make fair judgements and eliminate unjustified arguments from their reviews. -Authors give feedback on the preliminary reviews of their papers. Information flow is thus cyclic. -Reviewers exchange arguments in a peer-to-peer discussion.
-Area chairs generate a consistent recommendation out of the final reviews.
-PC chair takes recommendations as input for final decision.
What we see here is a complex argumentation scenario including hierarchic (the PC chair setting criteria) as well as peer-to-peer (the reviewers discussing the same paper) forms of argumentation in groups. It is also evident that information flow is cyclic: even the authors nowadays are able to feed arguments back into higher levels of the reviewing hierarchy.
Examples like this call for a flexible framework allowing for cyclic structures encompassing a variety of information integration methods. Exactly this kind of framework is what we are going to develop in the rest of the paper.
Context-Based Argumentation
We now give a simple language for representing context and define what it means for a set of arguments to be acceptable for an argumentation framework A given a context C. In the context language, we want to specify various aspects, including: a) preferences among arguments; b) values and value orderings; c) validity/invalidity of specific arguments; d) addition/deletion of attack relationships among arguments; e) a reasoning mode (sceptical vs. credulous); and f) an argumentation semantics (stable, preferred, grounded).
Definition 1.
A context expression for a set of arguments AR and a set of values V has one of the following forms (a, b ∈ AR; v, v ∈ V ):
the value of a is v v > v value v is strictly better than v mode(r) the reasoning mode is r ∈ {skep, cred } sem(s) the chosen semantics is s ∈ {grnd , pref , stab} A context C is a set of context expressions (for given AR and V ).
The preference and value expressions together define a preference order on arguments as follows:
Definition 2. For a context C, the preference order > C induced by C is the smallest transitive relation such that
A context C is consistent, if the following conditions hold:
1. > C is a strict partial order, 2. for no a both arg(a) ∈ C and arg(a) ∈ C, 3. for no (a, b) both att(a, b) ∈ C and att(a, b) ∈ C, 4. C contains at most one expression of the form mode(r); the same holds for sem(s) and for val(a, v), for each a.
Now we define the semantics of a consistent context. It acts as a modifier for an argumentation framework A, which is evaluated under the argumentation semantics and reasoning mode specified in the context. Definition 3. Let A = (AR, attacks) be an argumentation framework, let V be a set of values, and let C be a consistent context for AR and V . The C-modification of A is the argumentation framework A C = (AR C , attacks C ), where -AR C = AR ∪ {def}, where def / ∈ AR. -attacks C is the smallest relation satisfying the following conditions:
The basic idea is that the new, non-attackable argument def defeats invalid arguments as well as attackers of valid arguments. In this way, it is guaranteed that (in)valid arguments will indeed be (in)valid, independently of the chosen semantics. Moreover, the definition of attacks C guarantees that valid attacks are taken into account while invalid ones are left out. It also ensures that preferences among arguments are handled correctly, by disregarding any original attack (a, b) where b is more preferred than a. The preferences among arguments may be stated directly, or indirectly by the argument values and their preferences.
Based on the C-modification, we define the sets of acceptable arguments. We adopt credulous reasoning and preferred semantics by default, i.e., whenever a context C contains no expression of the form mode(m) (resp., sem(s)), we implicitly assume mode(cred ) ∈ C (resp., sem(pref ) ∈ C).
Definition 4. Let A = (AR, attacks) be an argumentation framework, let V be a value set, and let C be a consistent context for AR and V such that sem(s) ∈ C, mode(m) ∈ C. A set S ⊆ AR is an acceptable C-extension for A, if either -m = cred and S ∪ {def} is an s-extension 9 of A C , or -m = skep and S ∪ {def} is the intersection of all s-extensions of A C .
We call a context purely preferential (resp., purely value-based ), if it contains besides mode-and sem-statements only expressions of form a > b (resp., val(a,v) or v > v ). The next proposition shows that our definition "does the right thing:" Proposition 1. Suppose C, A and V are as in Definition 4. Then,
1. if C is purely preferential, the acceptable C-extensions of A coincide with the s-extensions of the PAF P = (AR, attacks, ≥ P ), if the strict partial order induced by ≥ P coincides with > C . 2. if C is purely value-based and AR = {a | val(a, v) ∈ C}, the acceptable Cextensions of A coincide with the s-extensions of the VAF V = (AR, attacks, V, val, valprefs) where
. if arg(a) ∈ C (resp., arg(a) ∈ C) and S is an acceptable C-extension, then a ∈ S (resp., a ∈ S).
Argumentation Context Systems
We now develop argumentation context systems (ACSs) as a flexible framework for distributed argumentation, encompassing arbitrary directed graphs of argumentation modules. Such modules M = (A, M ed) consist of a Dung-style argument framework A and a mediator M ed, which determines a context C for A.
To this end, it translates arguments accepted by M's parents (i.e., its direct ancestor modules) into context expressions using bridge rules and combines them with local context information. To ensure consistency of C, the mediator uses a consistency handling method that resolves any inconsistency between the local and the parent information (multiple parents are possible). Figure 2 shows the structure of an example ACS. The module M 1 has the single parent M 3 , and M ed 1 receives input from A 3 ; we say M ed 1 is based on A 3 . The module M 2 has the parents M 3 and M 4 , and M ed 2 is based on A 3 and A 4 .
Mediators
We now define precisely what we mean by a mediator.
-E 1 is a set of context expressions for A; -R i , 2 ≤ i ≤ k, is a set of rules of form (1) where s is a context expression for A and p 1 , . . . , p m are arguments in A i ( bridge rules for A based on A i ); -choice ∈ { sub , sub sk, , maj, maj sk }, where is a strict partial order on {1, . . . , k}.
Intuitively, the A i , are from the parent modules M i of M. The set E 1 contains context statements for A which the mediator itself considers adequate; it is also used to provide the context for modules without parents. The bridge rules determine the relevant context expressions for A based on arguments accepted in A i (i.e., in M i ). This overcomes the following problem: argumentation in Dung-style systems is abstract, i.e., the content of arguments is not analyzed. In order to use arguments of a parent module in determining the context for a child module, this abstract view must be given up to some extent, as context expressions must be associated with arguments of the parent modules.
The parameter choice fixes a inconsistency handling strategy. The order is used to prioritize context expressions from different modules. Index 1 is included in the ordering; this makes it possible to specify whether statements in E 1 can be overridden by statements coming from parent modules or not. For the majoritybased inconsistency methods maj and maj sk , the order is not needed since the number of supporting modules is implicitly used as the preference criterion. Other consistency methods than those considered can be easily integrated.
Given sets of accepted arguments for all parent modules of M, the mediator defines the consistent acceptable contexts for its argument system A. There may be more than one acceptable context.
Let R i be a set of bridge rules for A based on A i , and S i a set of arguments of A i . R i (S i ) is the set of context expressions
Intuitively, R i (S i ) contains the context statements for A derivable through rules in R i given the arguments S i are accepted by A i .
The sets E 1 , R 2 (S 2 ), . . . , R k (S k ) provide context information for A coming from the mediator for A, respectively from the argument frameworks A 2 , . . . , A k in the parent modules. This information is integrated into a consistent context using the chosen consistency handling method. Definition 6. Let M ed = (E 1 , R 2 , . . . , R k , choice) be a mediator for A based on A 2 , . . . , A k . A context C for A is acceptable wrt. sets of arguments S 2 , . . . , S k of A 2 , . . . , A k , if C is a choice-preferred set for (E 1 , R 2 (S 2 ), . . . , R k (S k )).
Example 2. Consider a mediator M ed = (E 1 , R 2 , R 3 , sub ) based on argumentation frameworks A 2 and A 3 . Let E 1 = {sem(grnd ), v > v } and 1 2 3. Let
From the least preferred context information R 3 (S 3 ), only val(a 2 , v ) or val(a 3 , v) can be consistently added to the more preferred context information. The acceptable contexts are
The framework
We are now in a position to introduce our framework. An argument context system is a collection of modules that fulfills certain structural conditions. Definition 8. An argumentation context system (ACS) is a set where M ed i is based on argumentation  frameworks A i1 , . . . , A i k i , {i 1 , . . . , i ki } ⊆ {1, . . . , n} (self-containedness).
Self-containedness naturally induces the following graph and structural notion.
Definition 9. The module graph of an ACS F as in Definition 8 is the directed graph G(F) = (F, E) where
We next define the acceptable states for our framework. Intuitively, such a state consists of a context and a set of arguments for all modules M i such that in each case the chosen arguments form an acceptable set for A i given the respective context, and this context (determined by M ed i ) is acceptable with respect to the argument sets chosen for the parent modules of A i . More formally,
Acc i of the arguments of A i and a set C i of context expressions for A i .
A state S is acceptable, if (i) each Acc i is an acceptable C i -extension for A i , and (ii) each C i is an acceptable context for M ed i wrt. all Acc j such that
As stable semantics may be chosen for argumentation frameworks in modules, clearly an acceptable state is not guaranteed to exist. However, non-existence can arise even in absence of stable semantics and negation in bridge rules. 
Note that G(F) is cyclic, as M 1 → M 2 and M 2 → M 1 . Now for arbitrary s 1 , c 1 and s 2 , c 2 , no acceptable state exists: assume Acc 1 = {a}. Using its single bridge rule, M ed 2 will derive arg(b 1 ), which is consistent with sem(s 2 ) and will belong to the context C 2 , regardless of the chosen consistency method c 2 . This, however, will lead to acceptance of b 2 independently of the semantics s 2 , as the only potential attacker of b 2 , namely b 1 , is invalid. Now, if b 2 is in Acc 2 , then the single bridge rule of M ed 1 invalidates argument a; hence, there is no acceptable state with Acc 1 = {a}.
The other option, namely Acc 1 = ∅, also fails: now b 1 is not invalidated in M 2 and thus defeats b 2 . As a consequence, M ed 1 's bridge rule does not fire and there is no justification not to accept argument a in A 1 .
To guarantee existence of acceptable states, we need more conditions; for example, excluding stable semantics and cycles between modules.
and choice is arbitrary. The first type of rules in R handles conflict freeness, while the second ensures that an argument can only be defeated by an attack which is not successfully attacked.
Proposition 5. Let E be an EAF. Then, (i) for each acceptable state S of F(E) with S(M * ) = (T, C), T is a stable extension of E, and (ii) for each stable extension T of E, F(E) has some acceptable state S such that S(M * ) = (T, C).
The relationship under the other semantics is trickier; this is basically due to the fact that Modgil and Dung have very different notions of argument acceptability. A thorough investigation is an interesting topic for future work.
Related Work and Conclusion
We presented a flexible, modular framework for abstract argumentation. It builds on existing proposals extending them in various respects: argumentation is based on contexts described in a native language, integrating preference-and valuebased argumentation, direct (in)validation of arguments and attacks, and specification of reasoning mode and semantics. Context information is integrated by a mediator. Arbitrary directed module graphs cover a wide range of applications involving multi-agent meta-argumentation. Models of meta-and hierarchic argumentation are not new. The approaches by Modgil [15, 16] were already discussed. Wooldridge, McBurney and Parsons [20] develop a meta-level approach which shares motivation with our work, but has different focus: a meta-level defines arguments, attacks, extensions etc. for the lower level based on formal provability in its logic. In contrast, we take the basic notions for granted and determine, at a generic level, how a module in an arbitrary module graph influences argumentation in others by determining its context. The many parameter combinations yield then a range of concrete systems with different properties.
A framework for distributed argumentation was presented in [18] , based on defeasible argumentation as in [13] , where a moderator integrates the argumentation structures of a group of agents. In contrast, we stick to abstract argumentation and allow for more general relationships between modules.
Our approach also differs from recent work by Binas and McIlraith [4] on distributed query answering: while our mediators use "classical" preference based inconsistency methods to establish argumentation contexts, they use techniques based on prioritized argumentation to define distributed entailment for graphs of heterogeneous reasoners. Moreover, they focus on information integration rather than meta-reasoning as we do.
Our framework specializes the multi-context systems of Brewka and Eiter [6] by fixing Dung style argument systems as reasoning components. The use of mediators to integrate meta-information and the context language to control argumentation clearly goes beyond these systems.
Our future work includes an investigation of more expressive mediator languages (both in terms of constructs and bridge rules used), and a detailed study of computational aspects, comprising complexity and implementation.
